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Gary:

First, let me tell you that I graduated from high school with a 1.6

GPA, a poor effort on my part and one that would indicate that I was

out of the running for Harvard.  However, this was 1970, still a

groovy time (the word groovy will age me for sure) and I had to do

something.  So I followed my brother, Rick, to Fresno City College,

where I majored in easy classes.   When a young coed rejected my clumsy

romantic overtures, I went to the library and began to check out books of

poetry hoping to repair my broken heart.  Reading poetry led me to try

my hand at writing it, and that’s how my early writing life began.   

Now more directly to the question of how to help students by

regarding my own path.  Well, in these pages of The California Reader,

I admit that I was a clumsy writer, that my first efforts were a

shambles, in structure, grammar, logic, not to mention bad typing (I

know that students will ask, “What’s typing?”).  So my answer, finally,

is:  We all begin as apprentices, but in time—and with time and

practice—we can become skillful if coached, especially if we augment our

writing with serious doses of reading. 

Editors: Tell our readers just a bit about the most rewarding

aspect of  your life as a writer.

Gary: 

When I’m writing, I get into a groove (ah, that word again), and

by this I mean I’m fully focused on what’s occurring on the page, via my

creative impulses.  I imagine it’s not much different from potters at the

wheel, with their hands around a pile of mud that slowly (or quickly)

begins to take shape.  In my case, instead of a bowl, dish or pot, the

finished product is a poem, story, or novel.  Writing is a matter of

concentration.  

Editors: What do you tell young writers (students in

elementary through high school) about the value of  writing as

a way of  knowing and thinking about the world?  

Gary:

The young have never asked me about the value of writing.  No,

they’ll ask questions (some sensible, some nosey) about the creative process,

book production, fame, and how much money I make!  With the last, I

tell them that I drive a Honda Civic with roll-up windows and slap

together my own peanut butter sandwich for lunch.  But educators—

and their young students—sense the value of writing well.  We know

that it’s a sign of an educated person and, moreover, there is beauty in
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When we found out that renowned author, Gary Soto, had a museum in Fresno, CA, naturally we were interested in publishing the news (see Soto, page

34), but we thought it would be a gift to our readers to conduct an interview with him—we have captured some of the wisdom of his years, experience, and

talent below. Thanks, Gary, for talking to us so we can share this with our readers! (Dana and DeVere)

Editors: The California Reader audience is teachers and teacher educators.  What would you tell readers of  our journal about your

early writing life that would help them in their work with students in their classrooms? 



the use of correct language.  We know that we can use our mouths to

communicate (or our hands, for that matter, such as in pointing), but to

write even a simple letter—a thank you note, an invitation, a love letter,

etc—takes creative effort, if not sincerity and purpose.  Proper writing,

not texting, makes us really think about what we say.

Editors: Do you have any advice for children who aspire to be

writers? 

Gary:

Yes, don’t do it!  That’s a humorous response, of course.  But, in

all seriousness, a writing career can be—and usually is—an iffy

proposition, not unlike, say, acting or cabaret singing.  A young person

can love books and writing, but it may be risky to head into writing as

a profession, especially with the electronic tools like Kindle and Iphones

changing traditional publishing.  I recently lost two of my publishers, and

this is me, a veteran writer, with most of my hair still on my head.

Nevertheless, I still do encourage young people to explore their creative

urges, with a head of steam, with lightning and fire.  At worst, their

strong writing skills will help them in any career, and at best they will

have the goods to become professional writers.

Editors: What would you like teachers to know about writing

and how it can be taught effectively? 

Gary:

The kind of writing I do is creative—poetry, fiction, essay, and the

occasional play.  I know these genres, and what I have learned over thirty

years is that readers become absorbed in the narrative or lyric when

they’re able to see the moment.  I’m speaking, of course, of strong images

that make readers feel as if they’re there because they can see it in their

minds.  I’m an advocate of regional writing, especially if the writer has

lived his or her life in one region and knows something about it.  I’ve

never tried to disclaim my hometown, to pretend that I’m not from

Fresno.  I’m blessed to have been born and raised in this city, hot as it

is, dusty as it is, and occasionally provincial as it is.  This is my

territory—this is my place.  If teachers are looking for strong narratives,

I would ask them to think about whether the author values place and does

the reader sense that the author is authentic.  

Editors: In the fall of  2010, the Gary Soto Literary Museum

opened at Fresno City College.  What might teachers and their

students learn about the life of  a writer at the museum? Does

the museum offer resources to teachers and students who are

interested in your writings, but who cannot visit the museum in

person? 

Gary:

The audacity of a writer to have a museum of his own!  After all,

I’m still above, not under, this earth of ours.  I still breathe, I still walk,

still bring pen to paper—and aren’t literary museums dedicated to

fossilized writers?   Perhaps museum is too large a word for the space

that holds my memorabilia—typewriters, manuscripts, books, honors,

photos, and even some of my furniture. In terms of size it might have

been called a gallery.  But museum describes the collection better because

so many of my writing years are in the rearview mirror—I glance in

the mirror and see the years reflected behind me.  Is this defeatist?  No,

and yes.  A museum, as I understand it, is a compilation of some subject

and some things that represent it, and this is what we have here: my

subject called writing and the things called memorabilia.  I also have to

recognize (with a tiny lump in my throat) that I’ve done most of my

work, though of course I will continue and maybe even surprise myself.

At this stage, by which I mean the first year of the museum’s opening,

visitors will just have to gas up their vehicles and haul off to Fresno to

see it, although we will eventually have a virtual tour in place.  For

information, a visitor may call (559) 265-5711.  Visitors will have

a chance to not only view my materials, but through lesson guides to

know more about this writer’s habits, both good and bad, by the end of

the thirty-minute tour.  I welcome all.  
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Editors: What words would you like to leave with the teachers

of  California as we conclude this interview? 

Gary:

We’re in the age of electronics, which is exciting for some but not

so much for me.  I don’t own an iPod, a smart phone, a GPS, or a

Kindle.  I don’t even own a cell phone.  Am I on Facebook?  Well, school

teachers from the Fresno area created a page for me.  Now and then I

look at it: I’m visited by the young and old, all of them with smiles. OK,

I’m reluctant to change—am I sounding like an old man here?  I can’t

help it that I like actual books, the weight of them, the way they look, and

their history over the centuries, not to mention what we find inside them.

Our most formal education involves books.  Let’s carry them with us,

and defend the reader’s life.  

Friends of Freddy to Gather in Fresno
e Friends of Freddy will gather at the Arne Nixon Center at California
State University, Fresno, from March 19 -20, 2011, to celebrate that pig
o’ their hearts, Freddy, the talking animal hero of 25 children’s books
written by the late Walter R. Brooks and published by Alfred A. Knopf
from 1927 to 1958, the year of the author’s death.

In addition to the Freddy books, Brooks was the author of more than
200 short stories for adults, 20 of them featuring Ed the Talking Horse,
whose adventures formed the basis of the kitsch classic TV show of the
60s, “Mr. Ed.”

Founded by Toronto playwright Dave Carley in 1984, this literary
fan club has grown from a stalwart three or four to more than 600 members throughout the U.S., Canada,
and England. Beginning in 1986, the Club began holding biennial conventions in New York State, near
Roxbury, where Brooks lived the last ten years of his life. e original whimsical purpose of the club was to
“spread the names and fame of Walter R. Brooks and Freddy the Pig throughout the known universe.” More
seriously the Club was dedicated to seeing the Freddy books back in print and readily available for new
generations of readers. eir dream came true in 1998 when e Overlook Press began re-issuing the series.
As a result, all the Freddy titles are once again in print in beautiful hardcover facsimile editions.

e Fresno gathering will be held, in part, to celebrate the gift to the Arne Nixon Center of Michael
Cart’s collection of Freddy books and related materials as well as both Brook’s personal files and Cart’s as well.
e latter is Brook’s biographer; his book Talking Animals and Others: e Life and Work of Walter R. Brooks
was published by Overlook in 2009.

ere is no cost to attend this meeting, but advance registration is required. For more information, call
(559) 278-8116 or send email to mrianto@csufreno.edu.

California State University, Fresno
Henry Madden Library
5200 N. Barton Ave. M/S ML 34  
Fresno, CA 93740-8014

CCoonnttaacctt :: Angelica Carpenter, Curator
Arne Nixon Center for the Study of Children’s Literature
Phone: (559) 278-8116
E-mail: angelica@csufresno.edu 
Web site: www.arnenixoncenter.org
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